ESSENTIAL INFORMATION
BY: BRAD CULLEN - JANUARY 2005

Until you know - really know the answer to the question WHO IS JESUS CHRST? - and the answer to WHERE IS
JESUS CHRIST TODAY, NOW, this very moment? - you will never be able to do anything but go sit on a pew and
listen to the powerless drivel coming from behind the pulpit… or worse, being the one standing behind the pulpit
delivering it!
If you just, either hopefully or smugly, answered the questions in order, “the Son of God” AND, AT THE RIGHT
HAND OF THE Father,” you have just been promoted from the nursery to a position of choice. You can either
take your place on a pew or go stand behind the pulpit. You can either listen, over and over, to a “basic,” but
wholly inadequate, message or you can climb behind the “holy desk” and deliver it. In the overall scheme of
things - neither has a great deal of value.
Jesus proclaimed a destiny for any individual that wants it, and that destiny has nothing to do with sitting on a
pew or standing behind a pulpit. A destiny that has nothing to do with conducting Bible studies or attending
them… Ditto on prayer meetings… A destiny that has nothing to do with knocking on doors or going around the
world talking about Jesus Christ or God.
Would you like to hear the destiny Jesus declared was available to any individual?
Any individual - that’s you, that’s me [improper English or no].
Let’s get the destiny question out of the way. Go read John 14:12 in any translation. If the particular translation
you have chosen doesn’t make it clear - understand that in the original language it is quite clear: Jesus said,
“Any individual” [that’s you, that’s me] “that believes enough” will be what he was as a man and do what he did
as a man and even greater things.
In just one hour you can have the answers to the other two questions and will receive His instructions [not mine]
for acquiring enough belief to do what he said. Go read John 14:12. Pray a simple prayer: Should I go back to
the one that gave this to me or do YOU have a better answer for me?
Either way you’ll have the answers to all the questions on this little paper, PLUS be equipped to hand it to
someone else… or something better that came directly from HIM.
Go with God,
Your brother, Brad
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